A finite AW*-algebra is of type I if and only if its maximal ring of quotients has a center-valued trace. In particular, a center-valued trace need not be extendible to the maximal (or classical) ring of quotients.
Let R be a ring with involution xh> x* (that is, x** = x, ix + y)* = x* + y* and ixy)* = y*x* for all x,y in R), and let Z be the center of R; we say that R has a center-valued trace if there exists a mapping R-+Z, denoted x i-» x*, such that (i) (x + y)* -x* + y* for all x, y in 7?, (ii) (xy)* = (yx)* for all x, y in 7?, (iii) z* = z for all z G Z, and (iv) for each x G R, (x*xf is a finite sum of elements of the form z*z with z G Z (a "positivity" condition).
Let A be a finite AW*-algebra and let C be its regular ring as constructed, for example, in [4, Chapter 8] . {Thus C is a regular Baer »-ring [4, Theorem 1, p. 220 and Theorem 1, p. 235]. We remark that, by a theorem of J. E. Roos [10] , C may be identified with the maximal ring of quotients (right or left) of A (cf. [7] , [9] ). Moreover, for every x G C one can write x = ab~x with a = x(l + x*x)~x and b = (1 + x*x)~x, and one has a*a < 1, 0 < b < 1 (cf. , and since a trace function should in some sense extend the dimension function, a good candidate for the value-space of a trace is the regular ring G(%) of the commutative AW*-algebra G(%). Let us say that A has a spectral trace if there exists a mapping A -» Q(%), denoted x \~* x*, such that (i) (x + yy = x" + y*, (ii) (xy)* = (yxf, (iii) «'' = « for all central projections «, and (iv) (x*x)M > 0 for all x G A. {When A is a finite AW*-algebra, the concept of spectral trace coincides with that of center-valued trace defined earlier; for, in this case, the center Z of A may be identified with 6(%), and the center of C with G(9C) [1, Theorem 9.2] .} For A a finite Baer »-ring of type I, the construction of trace in Theorem 1 breaks down (basically because an abelian ring need not be commutative), and, as the following theorem shows, the bad news persists for rings of type II (so to speak, Q(%) is no better a value space for trace, than is the center of C). Proof. The proof proceeds as in Theorem 1, up through the point that 0 < (x*)~x < («1)_1 for all n. In particular, 0 < (x")_1 < 1, therefore there exists a projection e such that D(e) -(x*yx [4, Theorem 3, p. 182]. Let/ be a simple projection such that/ < e [4, Proposition 16, p. 159], let « be the central cover off, and let r he the integer such that D(f) = (l/r)h; then 0 < (l/r)A = D(f) < D(e) = (x*)~l < («1)_1 for all n, and for n = 2r this yields 2« < 1, « < 1 -h, whence « = 0, a contradiction. □
